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Trafficking in women for sexual servitude 
 

 
The United Nations Secretary � General, Kofi Annan described trafficking in women for 
sexual slavery as �one of the most egregious violations of human rights�1.  
 
This submission will address the terms of reference when discussing issues relevant to 
and trafficking in women for sexual servitude. These are as follows:  
(1) The Australian Crime Commission�s work in establishing the extent of people 

trafficking in Australia for the purposes of sexual servitude; 
(2) The Australian Crime Commission�s relationship with the relevant State and other 

Commonwealth agencies; and 
(3) The adequacy of the current legislative framework. 
 
The extent of people trafficking in Australia for the purposes of sexual servitude 
 
It is not possible to estimate how many women enter Australia every year for the 
purposes of sexual servitude. There is a lack of clarity around the definition of crimes 
involving trafficking. The National Crime Authority (NCA) estimated that between 1992 
and 1996 25 women were trafficked into Australia. Kathleen Maltzahn, coordinator of 
Project Respect2, an organisation that promotes the rights of trafficked sex workers, 
claims that approximately 1000 women are trafficked into Australia each year. The 
Project report noted that: 

• Two trafficked women have died in the Villawood detention centre. The first, a 
20 year old, was brought into Australia for prostitution at 12 years old; 

• In Melbourne, in one case alone, a trafficker brought in at least 40 Thai women; 
• Government estimates put the gross cash flow to organisers of the Australian sex 

slavery at Aus$1 million a week; A single trafficker in a Melbourne municipality 
has allegedly earned $4.5 million dollars from trafficking for prostitution. 

 
Underreporting is partly due to lack of reporting by victims for fear of reprisals and 
involvement in illegal activity.  
 
Wynhausen and O�Brien report regularly in The Australian on conditions the women are 
subjected to. They have exposed the sordid experiences and humiliation such women 
endure. The authors have tirelessly lobbied the Immigration Minister to listen to the 
stories of the victims and highlighted the practice the Government currently has of 
deporting the women thereby limiting the prospect of convicting the traffickers.3 
 
A report on trafficking from the Federal Government Library4 commented that regardless 
of the numbers, many women who migrate to work in the sex industry find themselves to 
be victims of sexual servitude.5 While the consent of the women to prostitution has been 
raised in defence of Australia's poor prosecutions record, under Australian law the 
original consent is irrelevant to the question whether or not an offence of sexual servitude 
has been committed.  
 

 



Trafficking in women and children for prostitution and sexual exploitation is now one of 
the fastest growing crimes in the world; 
 
The United Nations estimates that trafficking is a US$5-7 billion operation annually, with 
4 million people moved from one country to another and within countries each year6; 
 
Trafficking in women and children for prostitution is a lucrative trade for traffickers, with 
fewer risks than arms or drugs trafficking; 7  
 
In the UK, it is estimated that that only a tenth of trafficked women are actually 
detected8; 
 
The adequacy of the current legislative framework 
 
There is an overall legislative framework at both Commonwealth and State levels to deal 
with sexual servitude but there is no separate offence for 'people trafficking' in the 
Commonwealth Criminal Code Act 1995.  In 1999 the offences of slavery, sexual 
servitude and deceptive recruiting were introduced by the Commonwealth's Criminal 
Code Amendment (Slavery and Sexual Servitude) Act 1999. The Act defines sexual 
servitude9, sexual slavery and deceptive recruiting for sexual services which is intended 
to target traffickers, is limited to deception about the nature of the work and does not 
capture the situation where women agree to work in the sex industry but are deliberately 
deceived about the conditions of work. In other words deceptive recruiting only deals 
with cases where a person is deceived about the fact that their work will involve 
provision of sexual services. Deception can involve women being locked in a room with 
no outside contact, minimum wages and in most cases no health or medical supervision.  
The Act does not address cases where the engagement is for sexual services and the 
deception relates to the fact that engagement is based on covert or undisclosed types of 
sexual services or conditions of work.  
 
These new offences were intended to target traffickers and address the problem of 
international trafficking of people. The Act was the Commonwealth's part of a proposed 
package of uniform commonwealth, state and territory offences to deal with the problem 
and apply where an international element is present. The difficultly is proof of causation. 
The person who managers a business that involves the sexual servitude of another, 
namely, the managers, financiers and organisers, are also captured by this Act. Again 
these provisions go some way toward addressing traffickers, but it is arguable whether 
they are in step with the Trafficking Protocol. 
 
There have been no prosecutions under the 1999 Commonwealth legislation on sexual 
servitude and slavery. 10 The only prosecuted trafficking case (against a Melbourne 
trafficker) resulted in an extremely light sentence for the trafficker: eighteen months, 
fully suspended, and a Aus$33,000 fine, payable over a year.11 
 

 
 

 



The Australian Crime Commission�s relationship with the relevant State and other 
Commonwealth agencies 

 
• The UN definition of Trafficking recognises forms of coercion through which 

women can be trafficked into prostitution, which extend beyond force and 
payment to include fraud, abuse of power and vulnerability to poverty12; 

 
• Trafficked women and children experience gross human rights violations with 

grave health implications, including rape; beatings; forced abortions; threats and 
actual violence against family, including children in home countries; having their 
passport taken by traffickers; verbal abuse; imprisonment.  

 
• Trafficking is a crime where the obstacles to victim testimony are significant. 13 

Only a small minority testify against their trafficker, the rest ask to be deported, 
preferably within 48 hours, 'fearful that their exploiters will think they have given 
evidence against them, and carry out threats made to themselves and their 
families.'14 In countries where there are specialist non-government organisations 
(NGOs) that offer support, up to 50% of women testify15.  

 
• Women and children trafficked to Australia are currently 'removed' from the 

country by the Department of Immigration and Multicultural Affairs, without 
being referred to NGOs here or in the sending country.16  

 
The UN Optional Protocol to Prevent, Suppress and Punish Trafficking in Persons17, 
Especially Women and Children establishes important principles for addressing 
trafficking, particularly that: 

• Trafficked persons, especially women and children, should be viewed not as 
criminals but as victims of a crime18; 

• That all victims of trafficking should be protected, not just those who can prove 
force, including those who may have consented to trafficking; 

• Receiving countries should be encouraged to consider adopting legislative or 
other appropriate measures that permit victims of trafficking in persons to remain 
in their territory, temporarily or permanently, in appropriate cases; 

• Receiving countries should consider implementing measures to provide for the 
physical, psychological and social recovery of victims of trafficking in persons, 
including in cooperation with non-governmental organisations; 

• When receiving countries return trafficking victims to a sending country, there 
should be due regard for the safety of that person and should preferably be 
voluntary; 

• Governments should work through bilateral and multilateral approaches between 
trafficking and receiving countries. 

• As trafficking in women and children for prostitution in Australia is amenable to 
better management PHAA recommends that: 
 

 
 

 



PHA Recommends that 
 

• The Act does not include deportation and therefore does not come under the 
Department of Immigration but remains as a Criminal Act; 

• Australia ratify the UN Protocol to Prevent, Suppress and Punish Trafficking in 
Persons, Especially Women and Children; 

• Further research examines the prevalence and circumstances of trafficking in 
Australia and how it can be prevented; 

• There be an inquiry into the efficacy of existing Commonwealth laws addressing 
trafficking for prostitution; 

• Australia allow victims of trafficking for prostitution to stay in Australia; 
• Specialist trafficking-related services be funded to provide support to victims of 

trafficking; 
• Trafficked women who choose to return to sending countries be referred to 

specialist services in that country, and that Australian development aid be given to 
such services; 

• Health services for trafficked women address related women's mental and 
physical well-being, rather than taking a narrow clinical approach; 19 

• Trafficking be regarded as a higher priority policing issue, at both State and 
Federal levels, and sentencing guidelines be developed that reflect the gravity of 
the offences involved. 
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